Problem for the 2018 CPR International Mediation Competition
Beltway to Heaven or Courtway to Hell?1

National Rocky Corporation (“Rocky”) is a government controlled company from Bellum Republic focused
on mining. It is the world’s third largest iron ore producer. Rocky is run by its CEO, Ororo Munroe, an
experienced businessperson. The CFO of Rocky, Mr(s). Grey, hired on April 2017, is a competent specialist
with robust technical experience in the mining field. Rocky's board of directors is composed of
accomplished professionals with very diverse backgrounds, some of them appointed through political
connections with the government, others by private shareholders. The board is known to be "tough and
hands-on."
Rocky has the largest industrial complex of Bellum: the Stingray Complex (“Stingray”). The complex is
composed of industrial, administrative and operational facilities, as well as an energy plant and a private
port, dedicated exclusively to shipping mineral ores to foreign clients. Minerals extracted from Rocky’s
mining sites are transported by NST Railway Company, travelling hundreds of kilometers from the mining
site to the Stingray Complex.
The logistics of transporting and shipping is one of the most critical aspects of Rocky’s operation, given
that any substantial error or delay is likely to have alarming consequences. NST’s contracts include a “take
or pay” clause which guarantees Rocky will use each wagon to almost its full tonnage capacity. At the
same time, multiple vessels wait in a pre-arranged line at sea, and every shipping company is contractually
expecting its vessels to be loaded according to a tight schedule. If the loading process is substantially
delayed, dozens of ships will be idle, the costs being extremely significant – this is known as demurrage.
Even more important, international clients are waiting for their cargo to be duly exported in a timely
manner.
When it comes to heavy industries, such as mining, most if not all industrial facilities and operations are
insured by multi-million-dollar insurance contracts. Any disruption in operational normality can amount
to severe losses, with possible impacts to an enormous industrial and commercial chain. Insurance
contracts work as financial safeguards for large industrial operations. The acquisition of an insurance
policy allows companies to make claims and be indemnified whenever the risk covered by the policy
materializes. In return, the insured company makes regular payments to the insurance company known
as premiums.
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One of Rocky's most substantial insurance contracts covers the Stingray Complex, including a line of heavy
machinery used to discharge minerals from each train wagon, as well as a modern conveyor belt system
where minerals are discharged and transported to the port, where the cargo will finally be loaded onto
bulk carriers.
A very common practice in international markets is reinsurance: insurance companies sell part of their
risk to other companies (reinsurance companies) - the reinsurance companies become financially liable
for the proportion of risk share they acquire. This helps insurance companies boost their financial gains
and, more importantly, minimize their financial exposure in case a covered claim is made, thus intensively
reducing the volatility of profits.
Rocky is a well-versed company in this complex market, given its involvement in two major incidents in
the last 15 years – the collapse of the Salem Port in 2003 and the Blast Furnace explosion in 2008. Both
cases involved reinsurance contracts, and claims resulted in USD 500 million being paid to Rocky by the
foreign reinsurance market in settlements, preceded by difficult negotiations.
SAFE is an insurance company from Bellum Republic and the national leader in complex risks since the
end of the country’s dictatorship in the late 80’s. Fondue Re (“Fondue”) is a global leading reinsurance
company from Cheeseland. The CEO of Fondue, Talia Wagner, is a natural born leader, feminist, and a
bright young mind in the reinsurance field. Since Ms. Wagner became CEO, the reinsurance company
prolifically expanded its operations acquiring larger shares of the insurance risk of companies from
emerging countries. Besides the profitable opportunities such markets provide, diverging from the tightfisted reputation that insurers may hold, Ms. Wagner believes reinsurance companies have a substantial
role in assisting regional development in emerging countries while allowing for modern contractual
frameworks to be applied. Accordingly, Fondue went through an exhaustive bureaucratic process to
comply with Bellum's laws and regulations, and is currently the only major international reinsurance
company with a license to operate in the country.
SAFE put a policy in place for the Stingray Complex in early 2011. Due to political pressures, Fondue Re
decided to participate and acquired large portions of Rocky’s risk insured by SAFE. Specifically, Fondue Re
took 99.5% of the Stingray Complex insurance risk. Fondue passed on 89,5% of its risks to a group of 40
retroinsurers, retaining 10%. The initial annual premium was considered high for the market, at a price of
USD 20 million. Since then, the policy has been renewed every year and the premium has slightly
increased every year. SAFE also contracted a USD 10 million deductible – which means that any claim
under that value would be supported by Rocky alone.
Despite the world financial crisis in the late 2000s Rocky was able to maintain a solid operation in Bellum
and even locate Adamantia, a super-rare type of mineral, in one of its mines. In March 2012, Rocky
obtained a license to extract, transport, and process Adamantia. Adamantia, when submitted to a high
temperature and pressure, smelts into Adamantium, an indestructible metal alloy. Many international
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buyers are quite eager for any Adamantia supply they can get their hands on, so even though the Company
had never operated in the Adamantia market, Rocky’s commercial team was excited for the Company to
develop its capabilities extracting, transporting and shipping the mineral to foreign clients. For example,
as of this month, iron ore could be sold by Rocky for USD 75.00/ton, while Adamantia would be sold for
at least USD 150.00/ton, virtually doubling Rocky’s profits within the Stingray Complex operational
capacity.
In order to mine Adamantia, and considering the mineral is twice as heavy as iron, Rocky's engineering
team believed some modifications had to be made to the Stingray Complex. New equipment and
machinery were provided by Himalaia Inc, one of the world’s leading industrial companies serving mining
industries with a range of products from mining and aggregates processing equipment and systems to
industrial valves and controls. Himalaia Inc was a safe choice, given the company’s portfolio and expertise.
Part of the modifications involved the acquisition of a new modern forklift, as well as improvements to
the huge conveyor belt system used to transport the minerals. By October 2014, Himalaia Inc had
delivered and installed the new machinery, and Rocky believed the Stingray Complex was finally
Adamantia-ready. Rocky did not inform SAFE or Fondue Re about the updates and modifications made to
the Stingray Complex.
By late November 2014, Rocky started ramp-up operations to export Adamantia. The operations provided
for a gradual increase of the levels of productivity while operational factors and adjustments could be
evaluated and sorted out.
On July 2015, nearly 10 months after the initial operations with Adamantia, the conveyor belt system
started displaying some abrasion of its materials and components. These seemingly minor difficulties
would soon severely compromise the ramp-up process, including a considerable re-evaluation of the
feasible timeline for the Stingray Complex to function at its full capacity.
The abrasion of materials became ever more intense, even though Rocky took a moderate approach not
to overload the system, functioning far from its maximum operational capacity. The complex was designed
to handle 5,000 ton/h of minerals, but the ramp-up process peak was 3,500 ton/h. The average
operational performance observed after the implementation of the new system was 2,800 ton/h.
Nonetheless, the conveyor belt had its first stoppage in January 2016, which lasted for 12 hours. In June
and September 2016, the system stopped again, for the second and third times. It took Rocky 1 day to fix
the second stoppage and 2 days to fix the third.
In February 2017, the entire conveyor belt system had a major breakdown. The belt shattered and the
whole system collapsed. A week later, an irony of fate: the forklift also suffered a massive collapse. The
mechanical arm fractured from its body, leaving both pieces of equipment impossible to operate. The day
after the second incident, Rocky submitted the claims to SAFE, expecting the insurance to cover the costs
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of the systemic failure, including losses for business interruption, that Rocky considered to be severe.
Almost simultaneously, Rocky put in place a “war plan” to minimize losses.
To continue shipping Adamantia to its clients, Rocky tried several emergency logistical solutions, such as
deploying trucks, wheel loaders and hoppers and bought an entire new belt for the conveyor system. The
belt was acquired and transported from a single possible supplier in Belvadia, an inhospitable country on
the other side of the world, which was able to deliver under such short notice and time pressure, at the
cost of USD 8 million. The total remedial costs amounted to USD 12 million. From the day the conveyor
belt system collapsed to the day Rocky was able to operate within some level of production normality, 45
days had passed. Despite the remedial measures, during this period, Rocky couldn’t produce more than
10% of the average pre-collapse production levels of the Stingray complex.
On March 2017 the reinsurance companies, led by Fondue Re, set up a Steering Committee to handle
Rocky’s claims. The Steering Committee included senior executives from four other reinsurance
companies, who were elected by the pool of the 40 insurers involved in the case: Tea Re, Pudding Re,
Crown Re and Pub Re. By December 2017, the Steering Committee presented an Adjustment Report - a
legal and technical analysis of the occurrence, issued by Cooperfield LLP, a renowned worldwide company
retained for the task. The conclusions were the following:
i) The conveyor belt claim was not covered by the original policy given that the contract was based
on the premise that the Stingray Complex processed common mineral ores. Adamantia was never
mentioned, and the technical modifications of the industrial complex and acquisition of new
machinery were not duly notified to the insurance and reinsurance companies;
ii) The belt from the conveyor belt system shattered due to maintenance failure and unwarranted
risk enhancement;
iii) The forklift had collapsed and was covered by the original policy. Rocky would receive USD 9,8
million for the equipment, but this amount being lower than the policy’s deductible, Rocky would
not be entitled to receive any money;
iv) There were no business interruption losses for the collapse of the forklift. The ramp-up
operations demonstrated that the equipment was irrelevant from a logistical and technical
standpoint, and could not effectively contribute to the profit increase expected by the company;
and
v) The remedial costs claimed by Rocky weren’t covered.
Following the presentation of the Adjustment Report, the Rocky, SAFE and Fondue Re relationship seemed
to be irreparably damaged. Rocky's CEO and Board of Directors were furious given the company's
tremendous financial setback.
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Rocky’s board expressed that it was outraged by Fondue’s “making up bad faith contractual defenses to
avoid a clear-cut case of compensation and for turning their back on a national champion, after such
strong and timeless support from the Bellum Republic government.” The company believes that all
rejected claims were righteous and reasonable. Initial reports suggested that Rocky evaluated its business
interruption losses for both pieces of equipment in the ballpark of USD 250 million and its indemnity claim
around USD 350 million, including business interruption losses, contractual penalties due to take or pay
payments and demurrage occurrences, material damage and remedial costs. Rocky claimed that SAFE and
Fondue unquestionably knew about the Adamantia operation, due to an informal inspection that was
conducted in March 2015. Rocky also alleged SAFE and Fondue never commented on or objected to the
Adamantia operation, and kept receiving Rocky’s high insurance premiums happily ever after.
Fondue Re’s management didn’t take it so lightly and accused Rocky of having “a long-standing culture of
negligent management of their risks and bad faith attempts to use insurance money for easy profiting and
reforming their plants.” In theory, both companies value their relationships, as Fondue Re cannot afford
to damage its relationship with Bellum’s government and Rocky cannot afford to have a bad reputation
with such an influential player in the international reinsurance market as Fondue Re.
Preparing for warfare in local court, Rocky hired Mr(s). Logan, a famous insurance litigation lawyer, known
to have a ruthless approach to litigation and an almost indestructible track record in big ticket insurance
cases. The insurance side entered into a joint defense agreement (JDA) and hired Mr(s). Creed, a fierce on the problem - professional.
As per Fondue Re’s internal policy for conflict management, inspired by CPR’s Early Dispute Resolution
(EDR) Toolkit, Mr(s). Raven, the General Counsel for Strategic Dispute Resolution in the Southern
Hemisphere, suggested attempting to resolve the dispute by resorting to a mediator from the CPR
Insurance-Policyholder Panel of Distinguished Neutrals. Although skeptical, Rocky agreed to a mediation.
Mr(s). Xavier, a talented member of the Panel, who is internationally renowned, was jointly appointed by
the parties. The parties decided that the mediation sessions should occur in a neutral venue, São Paulo,
Brazil, on April 17th and 18th, 2018. The insurance side consented to Fondue Re, the insurer with the
highest stake in the dispute, taking part in the mediation sessions. They will be represented by their
general counsel, Mr(s). Raven and Mr(s). Creed, the external counsel. The CFO, Mr(s). Grey, and the
external counsel, Mr(s). Logan, will attend the sessions on behalf of Rocky.
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Written Statement – Confidential Information for Rocky
Pursuant to Section 5 of the CPR International Mediation Procedure, you are invited to submit a Written
Statement to the Mediator in preparation for the mediation:
“At least 10 business days before the first joint mediation meeting, unless otherwise agreed, each party
will submit to the mediator a written statement summarizing the background and present status of the
dispute, including any settlement efforts that have occurred, and such other material and information as
the mediator requests or the party deems helpful to familiarize the mediator with the dispute. It is
desirable for the submission to include an analysis of the party's real interests and needs and of its
litigation risks.”
Although the feeling of injustice in this case is very strong, Mr(s). Grey is concerned with the future of
Rocky’s relationship with the reinsurance market. Mr(s). Grey knows that if Rocky is blackballed by Fondue
and the other influential retroinsurers, this could cause problems for future insurance placements and/or
generate increased premiums. As a matter of fact, Rocky had been almost self-insured for the entire year
of 2009 and had a panel of second tier reinsurers for 2010, with a large portion of self-retained insurance.
This is a serious problem for a company and its stakeholders. This placement in 2011 was already a miracle.
Mr(s). Logan has a different take on the case and has a very confident approach. The case would be
litigated in the national court of Bellum which is perceived to generally favor national companies and
weaker parties. Judges are known to interfere and examine the fairness of contract clauses, as the local
legal thinking and culture command. There are a number of legal issues and details to address in the case.
As to a major one, coverage, Mr(s). Logan believes that, although indeed there was no formal notification
regarding the Adamantia operation, the facts that: (i) there is clear evidence that representatives from
SAFE and Fondue Re have visited the site in March 2015; (ii) those representatives learned about the
operation and (iii) they were silent ever after, mean that there was a clear acceptance of the risk under
the contractual terms. They would have to substantiate the claim and the business interruption losses.
This is indeed difficult because the claim pertains to a start-up and ramp-up operation, and there is no
track record to rely on. Mr(s). Logan believes, in preparing for the mediation, that Rocky should present
and defend an optimistic forecast because of the reprehensible behavior of the reinsurers in simply
rejecting a covered claim.
This is a complex case and you want to make sure the mediator is as prepared as possible to help you
achieve your objectives and deal with the barriers the situation imposes.
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Written Statement – Confidential Information for Fondue Re
Pursuant to Section 5 of the CPR International Mediation Procedure, you are invited to submit a Written
Statement to the Mediator in preparation for the mediation:
“At least 10 business days before the first joint mediation meeting, unless otherwise agreed, each party
will submit to the mediator a written statement summarizing the background and present status of the
dispute, including any settlement efforts that have occurred, and such other material and information as
the mediator requests or the party deems helpful to familiarize the mediator with the dispute. It is
desirable for the submission to include an analysis of the party's real interests and needs and of its
litigation risks.”
The international reinsurance market seriously distrusts Rocky’s management of their risks. They believe
that Rocky keeps their investments in machinery and maintenance at the lowest possible levels and
irresponsibly work at a hard pace to maximize profits. The market is still feeling the pain from the major
payouts made to Rocky in the Salem Port and Blast Furnace cases. Fondue Re was reluctant to enter into
the 2011 policy, but commercial pressure to expand their market share, political pressures and contacts
from high ranked government officials made Fondue’s executives yield and enter the risk. The market
followed, since they presumed Fondue, with a local presence, would make a wise and informed decision.
Mr(s). Raven and Mr(s). Creed are very confident of the defenses the Steering Committee presented. They
know, however, that litigating in Bellum’s courts makes things pretty random and uncertain. There is a
general feeling that the local courts, as a rule, favor national companies and weaker parties. Judges are
known to interfere and examine the fairness of contract clauses, as the local legal thinking and culture
command. But, for them, that doesn’t mean they should give in to a threat and give up what they feel is
fair. They highly question the numbers whispered by Rocky in the ballpark of USD 350 million. They
consider this claim for business interruption losses overly optimistic, even delusional, and very difficult to
substantiate. Fondue knows SAFE is “a leaf on the wind” with only 0,5% of the risk and will follow the
fortune. But Fondue is really concerned with the support of the Steering Committee and the risk of credit
of the remaining insurers in the panel as the panel is not comprised only of first tier companies. This
affects Fondue’s risk analysis, since it would have to front the payment to Rocky and then recover from
the retros. This could lead to more litigation if the latter refuse to pay. Therefore, Fondue Re is open to
offering a moderate amount to settle the claim and clear the problem with definitiveness. Every dollar of
payment would require a very compelling justification to maximize chances of recovering from the panel.
Fondue also believes that the conclusions of the Adjustment Report are very strong and should not be
ignored in the mediation process.
This is a complex case and you want to make sure the mediator is as prepared as possible to help you
achieve your objectives and deal with the barriers the situation imposes.
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1

Confidential Information for Rocky
Both parties have been preparing extensively for this negotiation for months now. Written
communications thus far have amounted to arguments over the right or lack of right to coverage and
disagreements regarding the claim. This will be the parties’ first in-person discussion after the rejection
of the claim. Tensions have been high. Discussions have been emotionally charged, and both parties
have become wary of one another. You hope that the mediator can help the parties regain a productive
atmosphere for dialogue.
You are frustrated and angry with Fondue Re. It is not fair how they are portraying Rocky as a company
that doesn’t properly manage risk. You heard about this from trusted people in the market. Sure, the
Salem Port and Blast Furnace incidents might raise an eyebrow, but they were pure bad luck! So much
so that the insurers in both those cases provided Rocky with full coverage payments. Those thoughtless
comments can cause further damage to Rocky, since the price for an insurance policy and level of
deductible is calculated according to the risk analysis attributed to the company and its reputation
within the insurance market.
Rocky feels it showed unquestionable diligence throughout the entire transition to Adamantia. You
hired Himalaia, one of the best in the business. You were conservative during the initial stages by
loading far below the equipment’s capacity, even with the proper adjustments made. You handled the
stoppages swiftly and effectively, and when the system collapsed, you spared no efforts to mitigate
damages. You found the best possible solution to fix the system quickly. You believe insurers should
thank you for your effort. This mitigates their loss as well, since they will have to compensate Rocky.
You know Fondue will insist that the belt collapse was caused by a lack of maintenance, but you are
confident that it was, in fact, due to a defect in manufacturing. The forklift collapse is also clearly
covered, as confirmed by the Adjustment Report itself. You believe that the collapse of the forklift also
caused business interruption losses – without this piece of equipment, the level of productivity of the
plant logically decreases since less Adamantia would be put into the conveyor system. You understand
that it would be very difficult to individualize the contribution of the forklift’s collapse in the business
interruption claim, but you are sure it was significant. This will increase the claim regarding the forklift
far beyond the deductible. You are thinking of acquiring a different, more modern version on the
forklift, after the insurers pay you but haven’t done so thus far.
It is difficult to calculate the exact amount of your business interruption losses, given production was
in a ramp-up phase. An optimistic estimate would be proper when it comes to Adamantium. The market
was heated, and still is, and the CEO and Board have very high ROI expectations. Just this morning, your
technical team reviewed its numbers and reported USD 550 million as a conservative number to
account for the total losses. Maybe that is a high figure, but one you can certainly justify internally.
Anything below that would need to be very well substantiated for you to consider. You believe your
claim in Bellum’s court is a slam dunk. Mr.(s) Logan is adamant that it is not a matter of winning or
losing, it is a matter of “how much”. Even though tensions are high, it is important that the relationship
with Fondue be preserved to the extent that this is possible. Maintaining Rocky’s good reputation with
the insurance market has a significant dollar value given the inexorable need for future insurance
contracts. Your goal is to be duly compensated and preserve the relationship with Fondue.
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Confidential Information for Fondue Re
Both parties have been preparing extensively for this negotiation for months now. Written
communications thus far have amounted to arguments over the right or lack of right to coverage and
disagreements regarding the claim. This will be the parties’ first in-person discussion after the rejection
of the claim. Tensions have been high. Discussions have been emotionally charged, and both parties
have become wary of one another. You know that unfortunately some of the views of Fondue’s
executives regarding Rocky’s negligence in managing its risks have reached its ears through “gossip” in
the market. You are also angry with the offensive words Rocky has uttered about insurers. You feel that
only a rational and objective conversation about the problem could lead you closer to settlement. You
hope that the mediator can help the parties regain a productive atmosphere for dialogue.
There was, in fact, an informal inspection in March 2015, conducted by Fondue at the Stingray site,
through which Fondue became aware that updates and modifications to the complex were being
carried out to allow for Rocky’s transition to the Adamantia business. In preparing for the session, your
internal discovery revealed an internal correspondence informing high-level management about this.
Even so, Rocky did not formally notify Fondue, as per policy guidelines. Notwithstanding, you are very
sure this is an uncovered claim. You firmly believe the belt collapse was caused by a lack of machinery
maintenance and unwarranted risk enhancement, relieving Fondue of coverage obligations. You don’t
see reasons for a claim there. There was no unexpected and unavoidable accident, nor any event that
caused the collapse of the conveyor system. This is a basic concept in insurance. It was simply a case of
lack of maintenance and abrasion of some components, probably due to an inadequate level of
investment in adapting the plant to the new mineral. The forklift collapse, on the other hand, would be
covered, but payment is not due as the value falls under the USD 10 million deductible set out in the
policy. You also believe that the forklift was useless. It did not add to the productivity of the plant and
the ramp-up period proves this fact. Until now, the forklift has never been replaced. Fondue sees no
reason to pay for the collapsed forklift’s contribution to the business interruption claim if this is
included in Rocky’s calculations.
You are very uneasy about the threat of litigation. It does not feel right to you. You believe you are
facing a credible threat of a lawsuit from Rocky and are well-aware of the risks associated with litigating
in Bellum: unpredictable court rulings, over decade-long proceedings and rumored local-company
favorability. Even so, you can’t ignore the Adjustment Report. The Report’s results are a direct
reflection of how the reinsurance market views the situation. You feel that every dollar spent in
compensation must have a strong reason to support it, or else you might have problems getting
acceptance from the Steering Committee and recovering from your reinsurers. You are open to
listening.
All things considered, you would be ready to settle the case at this session for a justifiable amount. In
your view, if Rocky brings a convincing narrative, you would be able to go as far as USD 60-80 million.
You think that any value above that entails a serious credit risk for Fondue, meaning that your reinsurers
would not follow. You feel that it is in the best interest of Fondue to turn this page, avoid litigation and
get rid of Rocky for good, if acceptable terms are met. That is your goal.
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2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
General Round 21
The parties had a first mediation session and, although the debate was very productive, no settlement was
reached. The mediator suggested that the parties should return for a second session with a better understanding
of their numbers. The parties agreed to disagree on many material aspects of the claim and undertook to have
a closer look at the amount of the losses as a step to solving the problem as a whole.
Confidential Information for Rocky
You have contacted the head of the technical insurance department at Rocky and had a brief conversation with
your CEO. Since Rocky’s Board of Directors is accompanying this discussion closely and the outcome of this
process will reflect greatly upon the manner in which you are viewed within the company, you, Mr(s) Grey, have
asked the teams to consider in their mock calculation absolutely all of the damages and a generous account of
the extent to which the company has suffered as a result.
The night before the meeting, you received the following breakdown:
Type of Damage
Material Damages – Equipment & Machinery
 Conveyor belt system
 Forklift recovery
Remedying Costs
 Emergency logistical solutions (including engineering
consultancy, leasing of trucks, wheel loaders and hoppers, and
extra workforce at a man hour rate of $150.00)
 Conveyor belt (acquired from Belvadia)
Business Interruption Loss of Profits
Contractual Penalties
 Take or pay clause - NST
 Demurrage occurrence ($10,000 pro rata die per vessel)
TOTAL

Amount suffered
$ 12,200,000
$ 9,800,000
$ 12,000,000

$ 8,000,000
$ 250,000,000
$ 43,500,000
$ 14,500,000
$ 350,000,000

The material damages are evident and backed by documents. The contractual penalties are still under
negotiation but are unavoidable and will eventually be paid. In regard to the business interruption losses, they
take into account: (i) the 3 stoppages – 3 days and 12 hours; (ii) the average 280 ton/h productivity during the
45-day remedial period from February 2017 to April 2017; (iii) the 5,000 ton/h capacity that the plant should
have quickly reached, were it free of defects; and (iv) the fact that the Adamantium market is usually peaking
worldwide and that Rocky had worked all year round to position itself to answer the high demand coming from
the growing Chinese and Indian markets, although no new contract was effectively signed. Using simple math
and taking into consideration the high price of Adamantium (double that of iron ore), the ballpark of USD 250
million is, in your view, a very probable estimate. However, you know how challenging it is to effectively prove
such losses, and you anticipate Fondue will claim the amount of damages suffered is uncertain. In light of the
above and considering the low risk in litigation provided by Mr(s) Logan’s assessment, you believe that no more
than a slight discount would be suitable. You have the impression that an offer of USD 300 million for all damages
in connection with this incident would be acceptable to Rocky´s Board of Directors. Your goal remains: settle for
a justifiable amount and preserve the relationship to the extent possible.
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General Round 212
The parties had a first mediation session and, although the debate was very productive, no settlement was
reached. The mediator suggested that the parties should return for a second session with a better understanding
of their numbers. The parties agreed to disagree on many material aspects of the claim and undertook to have
a closer look at the amount of the losses as a step to solving the problem as a whole.
Confidential Information for Fondue Re
You are expecting Rocky will produce a detailed and overestimated breakdown of the damages to present to
you. The Steering Committee’s legal and technical analysis, however, will be as rigorous, unswerving and
exhaustive as possible and they will not agree to pay any amount unless it is based on consistent numbers,
grounded in evidence. Your legal team verified in the agreements entered into by Rocky for the operation of
the industrial plant that the contractual penalties resulting from the take-or-pay clause and demurrage
occurrence would total approximately USD 60 million. However, your operations team understands that Rocky
should have not agreed with such terms and conditions during a ramp-up process of the plant since they would
never be able to attain the capacity contracted for. You know that the Steering Committee has the same view
and would never recognize this amount of damages. In addition, even though you understand that several
emergency logistical solutions were necessary, you are astonished by the fact that the company acquired such
an overpriced conveyor belt. Notwithstanding the above, for the reasons already discussed in the last meeting
regarding policy coverage, you understand that remedying costs are not covered by the insurance policy.
You know that you will probably have to confront Rocky´s claim for business interruption losses and your
understanding is that Rocky is not entitled to receive any of it, based on the following:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

all orders made by customers were duly attended and, as far as you know, the company has not entered
into any additional agreement to supply the mineral within that period;
although the Adamantium market was peaking, the company was still in a ramp-up process, performing
a little over 50% of its capacity (Rocky’s average production at the time of the incident was of 2,800
tons/h of minerals, whilst its maximum operational capacity is of 5,000 tons/h). Although Rocky was
trying to position itself to supply new markets, Rocky was definitely not prepared to answer the high
demand coming from the growing Chinese and Indian markets and probably needed approximately
another 2 years to organize its operations to fulfill their expectations;
technically, the forklift’s role was irrelevant to the logistics of transporting Adamantium ore;
essentially, the non-sold Adamatium ore remains in the mine. It is a finite resource. If not
commercialized today, it will be in the future. In other words, the product is still available for sale, and
a profit therefrom is still attainable. The claim should definitely take that into consideration.

You are not convinced Rocky´s claim is reasonable. Your reputation as a member of the Steering Committee is
at stake and you need to feel comfortable about the consistency of the numbers and evidence of the damages
you will support for settlement. You are still not allowed to commit to any numbers within this session above
USD 80 million. But according to your cost/risk analysis of litigation, with a huge amount of pain and distress,
you would be able to support the amount of USD 100 million before the Steering Committee. Anything in excess
of that would not be acceptable to most of them. You have a difficult message to deliver to Rocky and the
mediator regarding your decision process: if you come to a number higher than the limit which you are
comfortable in supporting, you would first have to present it to the Steering Committee for approval. Only after
you run any such offer by the remaining reinsurers, and depending on their response, would be able to commit
to a further session.
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2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
General Round 31
The parties had a second mediation session and, although they have reached a better understanding of the
arguments supporting each other’s case, there was still a considerable distance between the numbers each party
presented. In light of that, the mediator suggested the parties return for a third session with an open mind for
creative options to try and bridge the gap.

Confidential Information for Rocky
Even after all efforts in calculating and demonstrating Rocky’s losses and the system breakdown that should be
covered, Fondue Re is resisting and demonstrating limited appetite for settlement. You now see they are willing
to pay for what they consider an “uncovered claim”. This is a clear recognition of the risk entailed by litigation.
But their offers have not been sufficient, which means that their cost/risk analysis is still distant. Although you
know your case may be strong in Bellum’s court, you are also beginning to feel that the characterization of the
event as a claim might not be so clear-cut after all. The many different small interruptions on the conveyor
system may well not be considered as a claim, and Mr.(s) Logan’s thesis on “systemic failure” is a creation to
make up for the fact that there was no clear and unexpected event that triggered the claim on the conveyor
system which is where the high values are. You feel that if the case would be subject to an arbitration in
Cheeseland, you would have lower chances of winning. However, there was material damage in the conveyor
system, and this gives you hope to strengthen your case and plant a seed of doubt in the insurers’ minds. You
also know in your heart that your numbers, although calculated with defensible premises and logic, could have
played out differently in reality. Rocky’s losses could have been lower, we will never know. Following the
mediator’s instructions, you got back to your CEO to further discuss the case in light of the interests that had
become apparent. It was very clear to you that what really bothers him/her so much is the high price of premium
insurance Rocky has been “sentenced” to pay by the market. This may amount to tens of millions of dollars in
just a few years’ time. You know the reason for these astronomical premiums have been notorious previous
claims as well as Rocky’s “bad reputation” that was fueled by unfair comments in the market. You also know
that there is some type of objective analysis that insurers conduct in this regard. They use specialized companies
to assess the quality of a client’s risk and even recommend changes in the plant. You don’t really think you are
in bad enough shape as to justify the extremely high premium that you have been paying. You also know how
hard it is to be uninsured. You were practically self-insured during 2009, and you had deductibles on the level of
USD 80 million in 2010. These costs reflect negatively in the company’s financial statements. You are a
government-controlled company, and discussions and movements towards privatization have long been in the
Bellum government’s agenda. Being uninsured has an impact on Rocky’s valuation. What if another claim
occurs? This would severely damage the company’s’ cash flow. This is beginning to concern Mr.(s) Grey. The
best strategy for you is to take the opportunity this mediation gives you to start fresh with the insurance market.
You know this may be hard, but you are firmly aiming to get Fondue – a very prestigious player in the market –
to commit to entering into a new contract with Rocky for 2019, with fair premium prices. No more overpricing.
You are open to discuss actions along these lines. If Rocky takes on reinsuring a new policy, other markets would
follow. You believe that a fair market price premium for the same policy you had, considering the quality of your
risk, would be USD 10 million. A USD 5 million deductible would be fair as well.
If Fondue is open to that, the value created would grant you flexibility towards the claim. If you are able to create
value through a future arrangement and justify this to your CEO and Board of Directors, you think you may
reduce your offer to the ballpark of USD 180 million. Don’t be mistaken, the Board still holds dearly to recovering
the company’s losses. You have authority to settle considering that the more value created by securing an
attractive relationship moving forward, the greater the discount.
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2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
General Round 312
The parties had a second mediation session and, although they have reached a better understanding of the
arguments supporting each other’s case, there was still a considerable distance between the numbers each party
presented. In light of that, the mediator suggested the parties return for a third session with an open mind for
creative options to try and bridge the gap.

Confidential Information for Fondue Re
Even though the past two sessions have been somewhat helpful in clarifying some of Rocky’s views and
perspectives, you still firmly disagree with the amounts and reasoning that Rocky brought to the table. Rocky’s
history with past cases and the fact that the current incident’s claim is highly overestimated lead you to continue
to distrust the company. You know the mediator asked you to think about your interests in this case. The fact
remains that what is best for Fondue is to unburden itself from potential litigation, preferably by paying Rocky
the least amount possible. You still know litigating in Bellum is very random and your company’s policy is to have
the highest possible level of control in the outcome of disputes. Leaving this case to a Bellum court ruling is a
nightmare you would like to avoid. Fondue is well aware of the vast exposure tied to this case. You also care
about preserving your image. You know you are not exactly popular with Rocky now, and of course, having a
good relationship with Bellum’s government and with the market in general is something you seek. You don’t
want to look like you are an untrustworthy insurance company that shies away from its responsibility when duty
calls. Nevertheless, your view is that you have very credible arguments in this case to deny coverage.
Given the vast gap between each party’s figures, you will need to try to be creative, and perhaps devise options
beyond the realm of financial figures. You expect that an idea of a future insurance agreement could be raised
by Rocky. This is not something Fondue wants. It is risky at this point and proposing this internally at Fondue
would make you look naïve. You might as well be sitting with them again next year debating another new multi
million-dollar claim–that would be really embarrassing for you. Even so, you could be open to talking about
future, but with no firm commitment at all. You know how important it is for Rocky to have credibility with the
insurance market, and you understand the value of your opinion and good word as the reputed company you
are. This is why, in your view, Rocky should be craftier, and less greedy, and settle the case on more amenable
terms. You can signal Rocky’s “best efforts” to help achieve future cooperation. You feel however you cannot
commit to anything concrete, or you would be demoralized by your peers. You also feel you have to be ethical,
so you cannot overpromise things you would not be able to deliver. Your goal is to get Rocky to be more rational
and factor in the value of a future relationship with you. You believe trust can be regained. It takes action, and
the first action Rocky should make is to be reasonable and stop attempting to inflict upon the insurance market
an inflated claim based on a very best-case scenario of business interruption losses that would never have
occurred in reality. The next step could be to signal, but not commit, to a very tentative and minimal possible
future relationship, only to give Rocky hope and an opportunity to redeem itself. There are consulting companies
in the market Rocky could use that assess and advise on improving the quality of risk. You strongly believe that
the hopes of another day in business is reason enough for Rocky to compromise.
In any event, you still need to address Rocky’s claim. You have employed strong efforts to come closer to an
offer that they could accept. You have informally spoken to about 80% of the other players in the placement,
who demonstrated appetite to contribute a total USD 100 million to cover the claim. Knowing this, if you get
Rocky to agree to a USD 125 million settlement, you would be ready to commit to this amount in this session
since the risk of credit would be manageable and you believe that, with such support from the market, you
would not have problems in recovering. Anything in excess of that figure is unacceptable at this moment.
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2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
Semifinal Round1
The parties have been making substantial progress towards a mutual understanding after 3 rounds of very intense sessions.
However, there are still some important issues to iron out and a considerable distance between numbers still persists.

Confidential Information for Rocky
Mr.(s) Grey is truly convinced a deal with Fondue Re isn’t far from being reached. She/he believes that sticking with a number that
is seemingly unreachable to Fondue is not constructive. Mr.(s) Grey is willing to bring Rocky’s claim down to the ballpark of USD
140 million. She/he knows that goodwill with the insurance market has a dollar value that may surpass the amount she/he believes
Rocky is giving up in the next 10 years or so. Mr.(s) Logan is a bit uneasy about this. She/he considers this as a naïve strategy as
she/he does not trust the insurance market in the long run. But his/her role is to support the client, who is the ultimate decisionmaker, and she/he does not intend to oppose nor offer any sort of resistance at the table. Mr.(s) Grey is keen to pursue Rocky’s
other concerns: to guarantee continued insurance coverage of Stingray operations, regain trust with the market and begin to end
overpriced insurance contracts. She/he is not sure whether Fondue Re will be interested in working with Rocky on future contracts,
but that is something Mr.(s) Grey would still want to pursue. At this point, she/he would be satisfied with any act that would
formalize and publicize the restoration of Rocky’s goodwill with the insurance market, such as a technical visit to Stingray Complex
to assess the safety of Stingray’s facilities and operations. Fondue’s findings should be translated into a recommendation letter or
some sort of official and public report that could dispel any doubt in the market regarding Rocky’s operational risk management.
If you reach an agreement, you would to like to work on some sort of press release or another way to jointly publicize this.
Mr.(s) Grey was called up by the board to explain the strategy and to his/her surprise, she/he was presented with a major
challenge. After hearing the plan, the board informed him/her that Rocky’s privatization process had gained speed and is expected
to be completed very soon. The board believes it should take 3-4 months to completely conclude and formalize the privatization
within all the respective authorities and government offices. The board members have been amenable to Mr(s). Grey advice and
allowed him/her to move forward with the proposed strategy. However, they have very clearly highlighted that no member of the
board would be comfortable in signing this agreement nor formalizing it in any form at this stage. They believe that the board
members could be personally questioned or liable for deciding to settle what they reported as a USD 350 million claim for only
USD 140 million. They believe that if they sign this agreement as a “final act” of the public era of Rocky, conspiracy theories could
be raised and they could suffer prosecution from the Audit Courts and the Public Prosecutor’s Office. The moment is critical and
an operation like this could raise eyebrows. In their view, “no good deed goes unpunished”. Signing a settlement as a privatized
company, however, would be perfectly fine. No audit courts would be involved. Mr.(s) Grey explained to them that Rocky is
involved in this mediation up to its neck and walking away would have tragic consequences for Rocky’s business and reputation.
The personal necks of the board members seemed to be higher on their list of priorities, and they clearly instructed Mr.(s) Grey
that they will not sign not even a memorandum of understanding, nor even the slightest piece of paper, until privatization had
been completed.
Only the new board, who will be in charge after Rocky is privatized, will be able to formalize settlement. It may take 3-4 months –
or more, who knows. It is also impossible to guarantee which – if any—current board members would remain after privatization.
In any event, they all seemed pretty confident that they would keep their positions, the CEO and Mr.(s) Grey included. It is hard
to predict how Fondue Re will react to this, but the board’s decision was final. Your mission is to come to terms with Fondue,
persuade them or find a creative solution to deal with the uncertainties and formalize the agreement only after the privatization
process is completed.
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2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
Semifinal Round12
The parties have been making substantial progress towards a mutual understanding after 3 rounds of very
intense sessions. However, there are still some important issues to iron out and a considerable distance between
numbers still persists.

Confidential Information for Fondue Re
Substantial progress was made last meeting. Though Fondue Re and Rocky couldn’t agree on the numbers yet,
you are truly confident that the distance between the two can be bridged. You think you found the track to an
agreement Rocky could say yes to and you have really appreciated Mr.(s) Grey’s cooperative behavior in the last
meeting. You have also been successful to some extent in getting the attention from the remaining reinsurance
markets to have get them to objectively assess the risk of litigating in Bellum. After numerous meetings, e-mails
and calls with the other reinsurers you learned that there is an appetite by the market to make a deal with Rocky
for USD 135 million. They gave you the green light. It wasn’t easy to get everyone on board. You think however
you have reached your limit with them and you hope to convince Rocky to settle for this amount. You are ready
and have the patience to go over and over the logic for the discounted value of this settlement – you and the
market still firmly believe you are dealing with an uncovered claim, that business profit estimation is
exaggerated, and that there is validity to the many arguments Fondue has been presenting in this mediation
process so far.
Fondue is prepared, as a last resort, to add some money out of their own pocket to bridge a gap and avoid
blowing the deal and risk extending their exposure. But this amount should be modest, considering Fondue
would already contribute USD 13,5 million in this settlement, equaling its own risk share of 10%. You would need
to hammer down the expectations of Rocky and you think that the mediator can be very helpful for that. You
have only one concern. All in all, you are excited about the disposition of your fellow reinsurers to seal the deal,
and you want this to be done as soon as possible. You fear they may change their minds over time. There were
a few dissenting opinions and a blocking coalition could gain strength if you take too long. In a negotiation
involving so many market players, timing is of the essence. For example, if another major accident happens
involving a company reinsured by some of these reinsurers, the appetite to contribute could very well diminish
and your efforts could turn sour. You remember in the past that cases like the tsunami and the Fukushima
nuclear waste release had a strong impact in the market and stalled some of the settlement negotiations you
were dealing with at the time. You don’t want to be exposed to that risk. You want to get the agreement signed
as soon as possible, in this session if possible. You know Rocky has its own bureaucratic procedures, but you
expect, at least, to walk away from this session with a memorandum of understanding signed by Mr(s). Grey,
which would later be properly formalized into a final agreement. He/she has always reported to have authority
to settle.
You know Rocky is worried about its future insurance contracts, and you are willing to negotiate some sort of
white flag that could calm down Rocky’s management. You are really envisioning a future with Rocky under
Mr.(s) Grey’s representation. You noticed the change of winds he/she has been promoting in terms of Rocky’s
approach to this negotiation. You have been discussing this with your CEO, Ms. Wagner, and she seemed open
minded in view of this change of behavior. Fondue is prepared to make a thorough inspection of Stingray’s
facilities and operations. If the visit goes well and the risk is acceptable, Fondue could participate in a future
insurance policy, playing a smaller role, 0,5% perhaps, maybe not in the full policy of the Stingray Complex,
maybe proposing a cap for certain coverages. You are not able to discuss the specific terms of a policy in this
session, you would leave these details to your commercial team. You are not also able to compromise on price
or conditions, this is something that the market should fix. However, you are able to commit to making the best
efforts in analyzing Rocky’s risk and, if the assessment is fair or the recommended changes in the plant or
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procedures are made, to entering into a coverage deal with at least a small, almost symbolic, part of the risk
share. You know this is a small step for Fondue Re, but a big step for Rocky’s reconciliation with the market.

2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
Final Round1
Four months have passed since the last mediation session. Rocky’s privatization process has been completed. Two members of
the Board of Directors were substituted, but most of them remained. The CEO, Ororo Munroe, was replaced by Mr.(s) Magneto,
a renowned executive with an assertive and implacable spirit. His/her mission is to make Rocky a highly profitable company. Last
week, Fondue received a letter from Rocky informing it that: (i) Rocky is ready to resume the mediation process; (ii) Rocky
considers that settlement talks were being carried out under unacceptable terms to Rocky and that some of the issues should be
revisited; (iii) Rocky learned that Fondue conducted a roadshow for other insurers in Europe in January 2018 where it referred to
Bellum’s market. On the last page of Fondue’s roadshow PowerPoint presentation, a slide containing the ranking of the quality of
risks in Bellum listed “Rocky Risk” at the bottom as the most alarming risk in the land, surpassing even “Nuclear Risk”. Rocky was
the only company specifically mentioned in the presentation. In view of this fact, Rocky claims it should be compensated for moral
damages. Rocky filed a preparatory lawsuit in Bellum’s Court to toll the statute of limitations – and send a signal to Fondue. A new
mediation session was scheduled for today.

Confidential Information for Rocky
Mr.(s) Magneto took over. He/she fired Mr(s). Grey and will attend the mediation session in person. Perhaps this case was the last
straw, since Mr(s). Magneto was dissatisfied with what he/she considered to be Mr.(s) Grey’s overall “softness”. Mr.(s) Logan is
exultant, as he/she knows Rocky could fare better in this mediation process with a bit stronger and more assertive representation.
Fire and gasoline are now combined. Mr.(s) Magneto and Mr.(s). Logan are outraged with the roadshow conducted by Fondue.
Mr.(s) Logan learned about this from a friend in the market over a casual dinner, and even obtained a smartphone photograph of
the infamous slide. They decided to add another USD 10 million to the claim, for moral damages. More importantly, they are
concerned with the Fondue’s power to inflict reputational damage and they want to get assurances such a thing will not happen
ever again. One idea that came up was to obtain some sort of positive declaration in writing about the quality of Rocky’s risk from
Fondue. This would not only help to reestablish trust, but also provide Rocky with a strong piece of evidence to enable the
company to immediately file a lawsuit for moral damages and defamation in case Fondue acts to damage their reputation in the
future. This is just one idea, there could be other ways to achieve the same goal.
As to the numbers, Mr.(s) Magneto and Mr.(s) Logan know from experience there is more money possibly coming from the
insurance market. They really want to shake the tree in this session and only commit after they are sure they have gotten
everything there was to get. In their view, insurers are trained to present defenses and intricate black-box excuses about why they
have limits. Insurers are also normally very tough negotiators trying to minimize their disbursement. This will not work with this
duo. Rocky is aiming at USD 200 million as an aspirational amount. After a long discussion, Rocky believes its reservation value is
USD 182 million - USD 170 million for losses, plus USD 10 million for moral damages and another USD 2 million for monetary
correction due to the long time the insurers have made Rocky wait before paying what they owe. Anything less seems unappealing.
Rocky still desires the future insurance contract and still recognizes the value of a good relationship with the market. The company
is just skeptical about this, as it has trust issues with this group of insurers. Rocky’s representatives wish to secure concrete value
in this session. Mr.(s) Magneto has full authority to settle as he/she sees fit, since the Board would already be happy with the USD
140 million they were aiming at last round. But both Mr.(s) Magneto and Mr.(s) Logan have a combative reputation to uphold and
a clear goal to maximize Rocky’s gains. In their view, this is the final opportunity to talk and they are really looking forward to
settling the claim for good and on good terms. Rocky needs the money. If they don’t settle today, a lawsuit will be filed at the
earliest opportunity.
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2018 II CPR INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION
Final Round12
Four months have passed since the last mediation session. Rocky’s privatization process has been completed. Two members of
the Board of Directors were substituted, but most of them remained. The CEO, Ororo Munroe, was replaced by Mr.(s) Magneto,
a renowned executive with an assertive and implacable spirit. His/her mission is to make Rocky a highly profitable company. Last
week, Fondue received a letter from Rocky informing it that: (i) Rocky is ready to resume the mediation process; (ii) Rocky
considers that settlement talks were being carried out under unacceptable terms to Rocky and that some of the issues should be
revisited; (iii) Rocky learned that Fondue conducted a roadshow for other insurers in Europe in January 2018 where it referred to
Bellum’s market. On the last page of Fondue’s roadshow PowerPoint presentation, a slide containing the ranking of the quality of
risks in Bellum listed “Rocky Risk” at the bottom as the most alarming risk in the land, surpassing even “Nuclear Risk”. Rocky was
the only company specifically mentioned in the presentation. In view of this fact, Rocky claims it should be compensated for moral
damages. Rocky filed a preparatory lawsuit in Bellum’s Court to toll the statute of limitations – and send a signal to Fondue. A new
mediation session was scheduled for today.

Confidential Information for Fondue Re
Fondue was bit uneasy when they received the letter from Rocky. Fondue had to wait four months to hear back, and now
conditions might change completely… All in all, Fondue thinks that the openness Mr.(s) Grey was showing was too good to be true
and quite contrary to Rocky’s culture. Things are back to normality. The ballpark of USD 135 million where discussions were left
seemed like a good deal to the insurance market. The Steering Committee recently obtained legal opinions from two different
first tier law firms in Bellum, that assessed Fondue has a probable risk of a USD 180 - 200 million sentence in the case. Mr.(s) Creed
learned about the roadshow. It actually happened as described by Rocky. It was a market meeting and the information provided
was objective: Rocky had demanded substantial payments in claims in the past years and had just presented another major one –
it was the most dangerous risk to the market objectively speaking and Rocky was always difficult to negotiate with. There is no
personal offense there. Perhaps Fondue’s executives could have framed it with less impact, but it is what it is. You are in no way
open to make a payment for moral damages. For that matter, your strategy would be to continue to develop joint goodwill actions
to turn the page and foster the parties’ relationship as a token of trust for any past misunderstandings. Fondue is still open to
inspecting Rocky’s plant and, if feasible, moving from there to a small, almost symbolic participation in one of Rocky’s renewal
policies. Fondue still knows the high value this has to Rocky.
Concerning the claim, the insurance market has been expecting a strong comeback from Rocky. Rocky has also been informed of
the updated risk assessment from local lawyers. To Fondue’s surprise, markets from the upper layers in reinsurance coverage have
notified Fondue and have raised defenses against the contract, pointing to a back to back issue on coverage. These reinsurers
allege that the contract’s clauses are clear on a cap for retro-insurance on the claim for business interruption losses after 12
months. This means, in practice, that if Fondue decides or is sentenced to make any payment to Rocky in excess of USD 160 million,
Fondue will be solely responsible for any outstanding amount. This can be disputed, but it leaves Fondue in very troubled waters.
Considering the legal opinions and the litigation risk assessment, the market agreed to go up to a final offer of USD 160 million including Fondue’s USD 16 million contribution of 10% – this means the market (and SAFE altogether) would help Fondue with
USD 144 million out of a USD 160 million settlement with Rocky. Anything in excess would be disbursed by Fondue alone. You
want to settle for USD 160 million tops. Knowing that this session might be the end of the road for settlement talks, and following
some internal discussions and risk assessment, Fondue decided that it would be ready to add an extra contribution of USD 5
million, ideally, and 10 million, at the limit, from its own pocket in order to close the deal and as an ultimate measure to avoid
litigation. You are instructed to fight for each and every dollar but also to put your best efforts towards concluding this agreement
in this session and resolving this case for good.
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